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ON THE COVER: 
Oberon Zell — A Wizard’s Vision  

For almost forty years Oberon Zell Ravenheart has 
been a groundbreaking Pagan leader, pivotal to the 
development of American Paganism. He co-founded 
the Church of All Worlds, edited and published the 
award-winning journal Green Egg  (recently revived 
as an e-zine) and founded the Grey Council and the 
Grey School of Wizardry. Interview by  
Michael Night Sky and Anne Newkirk Niven. . . 22

SPECIAL SECTION:
DREAMS & VISIONS

Dreamweavings: 
Craft Your Own Magical Talismans

People have long made magical dreaming 
talismans: they weave fabric with mystical patterns; 
dry fragrant herbs to soothe and comfort; collect 
stones as sources of power. They twist sinew, thread, 
and limber twigs into fanciful shapes. In this article, 
you’ll learn how (and why) to make dreamcatchers 
and dream pillows. By Elizabeth Barrette … 29

Living in Dreamtime
Australia has been a land apart for hundreds of 

thousands of years. An island continent of vast red 
deserts, shady eucalyptus groves, meandering rivers, 
high plains, coastal swamps, and turquoise oceans, 
her indigenous people know her very, very well. In 
their lore, they have always been there, traveling 
across sacred landscapes alive with songs and sto-
ries that tell where to hunt and camp, what to eat, 
where to find water, who to marry, how to care for 
children and family, and how to honor the Ances-
tors. On each step of the journey, the Ancestors of 
the Dreamtime guide their footsteps.  
By Mary Pat Mann … 37

Introduction to Lucid Dreaming: 
Let Your Imagination Take Flight 

Each night, we lay down our heads and pass into 
unconsciousness. Although everyone sleeps, (and 
dreams), few of us make conscious connections be-
tween the world of dreams and that of waking real-
ity. But what if dreaming could become part of our 
magical practice? By Mark McElroy … 41

Dreamwalking: 
Gateway to Another World

When we dream, our physical bodies shut down, 
and we are free to roam the pathways of mind 
and spirit. Most dreamers never reach out beyond 
their own internal realms, content to watch the 
play of images that results as their minds process 
information and experiences from the previous day. 
But we are all connected. By Michelle Belanger … 44
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FICTION
Water Under Thorns

“An unsolved mystery is like a small thorn way back 
in a corner of your shoe. Long time it might lodge there, 
harmless and hidden, so that you forget all about it 
until it slips out again to give you a little stab. My most 
recent thorn — though a slyly innocent one indeed 
— materialized in the guise of a young woman who moved 
to our street in the spring.” By Patricia Lucas . . . 48

POETRY
Lammas by Hugh Eckhert. . .36
A Second Lesson in Magic by Kristine Ong Muslim . . . 55

COLUMNS
Impressions      Language and the Craft
   By Elizabeth Barrette . . . 3

Underworld        The Immortal Hour
   By R. J. Stewart  . . . 57

Tarot Journey  The  Lovers
   By Joanna Powell Colbert . . . 59

Mind and Magic        Beware the Spiritual Bypass
   By Judy Harrow . . . 63

Rite Behavior  The Power of Honesty
   By Kenaz Filan  . . . 65

Connections  The Magic of Wings

   By Archer . . . 80

DEPARTMENTS
Feedback loop Letters from Our Readers 
   Continued discussion of “The Notorious  
   N-Word,” Pagan Secrecy, Evangelization,  
   a Native American critique of the   
   “Founding Fathers” article and more. . . 5

Toe-To-toe  Debate and Controversy:   
   Should Pagans Build Churches? . . . 13

Point of view  Discovering the Sacred Landscape of  
        Glastonbury. . . 19

Inner circle  PanGaia recommends . . . 69

Marketplace  Goods, Services, and Ideas . . . 77

Except as otherwise noted, all photography of people included herein are of professional models, for illustrative purposes only and do 
not represent any person(s) affliation with Paganism, Wicca, or other magical practices.
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